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about GIAN JORDON

Gian Jordon has been behind the decks for several years. He's a versatile and creative Dj able to perform and get the crowd moving no matter the setting. He is

primarily an open format Dj able to mash different genres together tastefully. However, he has a deep passion for House & Dance Music.. Gian's experience living

in Italy for a number of years, enabled him to discover his passion for spinning records and tap into the international music scene. Now, having returned home after

making his presence known in California, he is establishing his name in the Big Apple one set at a time. 

Incredible music selection, professionalism, reliability, and high level mixing are only some of Gian's traits. Every set is approached as if it were the first, ensuring that
it's flawless and matches the needs of the crowd and venue.

more than a dj

Gian's skillset goes well beyond the ones and two's. He is an accomplished multi-genre Music Producer and Audio Engineer. He's been producing music for over 10
years and built a solid foundation in the online beat market through his production label and various platforms.

His resume is extensive including music licensing placements and engineering recording sessions in studios with major clients. 

WORK HISTORY

national
Venues

The DL - New York City
Rumpus room - New York City
Corner Social - New York CityC
Charmaine's - San Francisco 
John Colins - San Francisco 
Hawthorne - San Francisco 
The Nomad - Los Angeles 
Big Daddy - San Francisco 
Art Bar - Oakland 
Ave Bar - San Francisco 

international
venues

Akab - Rome 
Piano Terra - Rome
Gitano - Ischia

related
works

Dj sets for private corporate events 
Xfinity Commercial - Music
licensing placement
Snapchat - Music licensing
placement
Released solo House album
Music Factory - NYC (audio
engineer)
The League Recording Studio -
NYC (audio engineer/in house
producer)
Sold hundreds of beats online to
artists worldwide

equipment

media

https://www.gianjordon.com/
https://www.gianjordon.com/music
https://www.gianjordon.com/beats
https://www.gianjordon.com/press


music

Top tracks for G…

1 Bubblegum 3:44

2 Got Me Cryin 4:43

3 In the Hotbox 3:46

4 Unfold Me 4:21

HoT NeW MiXeS

Gian Jordon

01:02:42TECH HOUSE Mix 2020 (Live)

30:21Deep End pt.2 (Live)

53:54Future House pt. 1 (Live)

Social & contact

@Gian_jordon

gianjordon

@Gian_jordon

soundcloud.com/gianjordon

Gianjordon@gmail.com

https://instagram.com/rude_boi_gian
http://www.facebook.com/gianlucacannarsa
http://www.twitter.com/rude_boi_gian
http://www.soundcloud.com/rudeboigian
mailto:Gianjordon@gmail.com
https://www.gianjordon.com/
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